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A SEQUENCE-TO-FUNCTION ANALOGUE

OF THE HAUSDORFF MEANS FOR DOUBLE SEQUENCES:

THE [/, fix, y)] MEANS

MOURAD EL-HOUSSIENY ISMAIL

ABSTRACT.   In this paper we extend the Jakimovski [j, fix)]  means

to double sequences.  We call the new means the  [J, f{x, y)]  means.  We

characterize such/'s that give rise to regular and to totally regular

[J, f{x, y)]  means.  We also give a necessary and sufficient condition for

representability of a function f{x, y)  as a double Laplace transform with

a determining function of bounded variation in two variables.

1.  Introduction.  Let  fix, y) be a real function of two real variables x, y

that has partial derivatives of all orders.  The [/, fix, y)]  limit of a double

sequence  s isn 222 ,22

lim   tix, y),
X —co

y —fCO

if it exists, where

CO 222   .

(1.1) tix,y)=      £     (-l)m+"^7
0 m!   77!   dxmdyn   m,n'

s

provided that the right-hand side of (1.1) is defined for x > 0  and y > 0.  We

shall denote the first quadrant  \{x, y) : x >  0, y > 0} by   Q.

Let  a{x, y) be defined and finite in a rectangle   U = [a, b] x [c, d],  and

let  a - xQ < x j < ■ • • < xm = b and  c = y0<yj<..-<y    = d.  The double

increment of  a,   say  A(a; x . + . , y .+ .; x ., y .),  is

A(a; x,-+i»y,-+i; *,-» y) = aK+i« yj+0 - a^i*vyp- aixl^yi+^ + aixi>y^

The second variation of  a on  Í7,  say   V.,[ct],  is
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(272- 1 22-I )

sup1 Z L lA(a"> *i*v Vj*v xp w«
( ¿=o 7=0 \

where the supremum is taken over all partitions of  U.   If  V Aa]  is finite one

says that  cr,(x, y)  is of bounded variation on   U.  The Stieltjes integral of a

function of two real variables is defined similar to the Stieltjes integral of a

function of a single real variable.  We can always normalize  a{x, y) by as-

suming  a{x, c) = 0,  a < x < b,  a{a, y) = 0,   c < v < d.

Integration over the infinite rectangle  Q is defined by

fix, y)da{x, y) = lim I       '      fix, y)da{x, y).
Q X^co, Y^co •'(0,0)

In this paper we prove the following characterizations of regular and to-

tally regular [/, fix, y)] means.

Theorem 1. The [}, fix, y)] means are regular if and only if there exists

a {normalized) function  a(x, y) of bounded variation on Q  such that

(1.2) fix,y)=fQe-x"-y^da{u,v),

with

(1.3) }Qda{u, v)=l.

Theorem 2.   The [j, fix, y)]  means are totally regular if and only if the

function  a{u, v) of Theorem 1 satisfies

(i)   A{a;xi + 1,yj + l; X ., yy) > 0,

(ii)  a{x', y) < a{x", y),  a{x, y') < a{x, y") for all {x, y) £ Q with 0 <

x<x,0<y    < y    <co.

In § 2 we prove the above theorems. In § 3 we end the paper by some con-

cluding remarks and characterize real functions fix, y) that are representable

as Laplace transforms, i.e. satisfy (1.2) with  a{u, v) of bounded variation on Q.

2. Regularity and total regularity of the [/, fix, y)]  means.  G. M. Robison

[5] proved that a sequence-to-function transform  T defined by

tix, y) =     V     fl       {x)s       ,
J ¿—' 222 ,22 222 ,22

222,72 =0

where the T-limit of a double sequence  \s       \ is1 222,22

lim t{x, y)
(x,y)^(u,v)
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(with  {u, v) finite or infinite), is regular if and only if

(a) lim,      ,    ,      . «       (x, y) = 0  for each  722  and
(x,y>— («»f)       772,72       '   '

(b) there   exists a finite constant A   such that

Y,     |«m „(*> y)\ < A   fot all {x, y);
222,22 =0

(c)  lim,      .    ,      . S°°       „ a      {x, y) = 1;
(*,y)— (u,V)        222,22=0        272,72       '

{x, y)\ '= 0  for all 72,  and(d) lim,      ,    ,      , 1A"   . \a
(.x,y) — (u,v)      222=0   *    m,n

(e) lim,      ,    ,      . lA0  n la       {x, y)\ = 0  for all  272.
(X,y)—(U,V)        72=0    '     272,27       '   J    '

For definitions of regular and totally regular transformations on double

sequences, see [5, p. 53].  In particular, note that regularity of a transforma-

tion is constructed with regard to convergent bounded sequences.

Proof of Theorem 1.  Suppose that (1.2) and (1.3) are satisfied. Then by

[1,P. 474]

(2.1)
dm+nf{x, y)

dxmdyn
f   e-ux-vy{-u)m{-v)nda{u, v)

and conditions (a) through (e) follow by an easy application of the dominated

convergence theorem.

Conversely assume that the  [/, fix, y)]  means are regular.  Let

(2.2) Lk,l,s,ß
(-1)

k+l -¡k+l
/(*. y)

k\i\ dxkdyl (k/s,l/t) (TW-
I claim that there exists a constant  M  such that

(2.3) í   \Lk ¡ s t[f]\dsdt < M    for all k > 0 and all / > 0.

This may be proved as follows.  Condition (b) implies

ßm+n

m ,n =0 dxmdyn
fix, y)

xm  y"
— — < A    fot all  {x, y) £ O.
ml   n !

Using Taylor's formula in two variables (e.g. [7, p. 45]) one can easily show

that the remainder in the Taylor series of d fiu, v)/du dv about any point

(a, b) tends to zero, so that

d^'fju, v)

dukdvl

-       iu-a)m{v-b)n   dm'l+k+"     .,      ,,
V-fia, 0),

m.n=0 «! «I dam+kdb"+I

and hence
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f(oo'~)     \Lkl     [f]\dsdt=  f(a
}(k/a,l/bY    k,l,s,t<-lJ\ J(0>

(a,b)

0)

dknf(u, v)

dukdvl

,k-l .1- 1
du dv

m ,72=0

JJ77Î +/+T2+&

—-/U, è)
dam+kdbn+l

-     t—i     „.i   „t
,22=0  w!   «!

am+7(fl, ¿)

T(a.i

J(0,0

</L

(A- 1)! (/- 1)!

a,« b*-1^ - «) V-1Q> - v)"

(A - 1)!tt7!(/- 1)!w!
du dv

damdb"

which proves (2.3).

The next step is to notice that

(2.4) lim      f   e~uX-vyL,   ,       [f]dudv = f{x,y),
k,l~°°JQ k,l,u,vi

whose proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 11a on p. 303 of [6]. In fact,

(2.2) and lim,      \^.0o fix> y) = 0 (by (°0)  is all that is required.

Now, set

a    is, t)=   f(SJ) L,  .       [f]dudv.kj J(Q    Q) k,l,U,v'-l'(0,0)

The functions  a     {s, t)  ate of uniformly bounded variation by (2.3).  By

Helly's selection principle generalized to functions of bounded variation

(Lemma   1  of  [2]) we can find a subsequence   a        (s, t) which converges

pointwise on  Q to a function  a{s, t)  of bounded variation there.  Again by

Helly's theorem we have

(2 5)    lim        f   e-xu~yvdak   l {u, v) =   f    e~xu-yvda{u, v)       {x > 0, y > 0).

Therefore (2.5) and (2.4) imply (1.2).  In fact (2.1) is also valid, for condition

(c) implies

(2.6)

CO

e-xu-yvij^Wldaiu,^^,
222,22=0     '" "1 "!

and interchanging the summation and integration, by the dominated conver-

gence theorem, proves (1.3).

Proof of Theorem 2.  It is clear that if (i) and (ii) are satisfied then

{-x)m i-v)n   r
U2_ L1L   f   {-u)m{-v)ne-xu-yvda{u, v)>0

m\       n\     JQ

fot all  272, 72 > 0  and all  x > 0, y > 0,  and hence the total regularity is obvious.

Conversely, let these means be totally regular.  The condition
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dm+nf{x,y)
lim

xm   yn

dxmdyr

x_   y_ d        fix, y)   (_^m+J

ml   n\        dxmdy" (

is necessary.  This follows by a straightforward extension of Theorem 6 of [3]

to double sequences.  We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that

,<*>)Ida,   ,{u, v)   =  I
{k/a,l/b) *.' J{k/a,l/b)

CO ^722

< z

' k,l ,u,v
[f]\dudv

7=0   ml re!

dm+nf

damdbn

Therefore

/ (00,00)(0,0)
ata

fe,/1
a— co\b—'oo

„ah

n ml  n\
m yn —u

7,1
damdbn\

lim
a—* co;¿2-

flm  ¿2" dm+nf{a, b)

n J(0,0)

Therefore, by (2.7),

J (00,00)    ,    ,     ,
lata-l   <

(0,0) a-.co;&-^co 272 1     72: ßamr~)hr

therefore,   a,  if normalized, satisfies the requirements of the theorem.

3.  Concluding remarks.  Our means, the [/, fix, y)]  means, are the se-

quence-to-function analogues to the Hausdorff means for double sequences [2]

as the  [/, fix)] means of Jakimovski [4] were the sequence-to-function ana-

logues to the ordinary Hausdorff means.  As a matter of fact several of the in-

clusion relations between different [/, /(x)]'s,  and between [/, fix)]  and

other means, of §§5 and 6 of [4] can be extended to inclusion relations bet-

ween our [/, fix, y)]  and the respective means by using the same argument.

Our [/, fix, y)]  means include several special well-known means for

double sequences.  In particular the Abel and Borel (exponential) means are

indeed special [/, fix, y)]  means.

Finally it might be worth pointing out that in proving Theorem 1, we have

actually proved that a function  fix, y) defined on  Q has the representation

(3.1) /(*. y) = fQ e-xu~yvda{u, v)

with  a{u, v) of bounded variation on  Q if and only if

v-    x   y

(3.2)    Z      — —x™„=0     ml    72!

dm+nfix, y)

dxmdy"
is uniformly bounded for all (x, y) e Q,
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(3-3) lim   ({x, y) _ 0     for all  y > 0,
x—»co

and

(3.4)
lim   fix, y) = 0     for all  x > 0.

y —»CO

We note that (3.2) implies both (3-3) and (3.4). For, (3.2) implies the exis-

tence of an  M,  independent of (x, y) e Q,  such that

Z^T
0   ml

dmfix, y)

dx"

co       n

< M     and    Z ~
0    "!

dnf{x, y)

«v
</M,

so that (3-3) as well as (3.4) follow by Theorems 12a and 13 of Chapter 7 of

[6].  Therefore we have proved

Theorem 3.  A real function fix, y)  defined on Q has the representation

(3.1) with  a{u, v) of bounded variation on Q if and only if (3.2) is satisfied.
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